March 31, 2020

1. **Click here to watch today’s circle time video**

2. **Choose an activity to do with your child**
   - Sensory activity: give some animals a bubble bath! Use plastic animals, a tub of water, some dish soap, and a tooth brush or sponge to wash the animals.
   - **Click here to work on the vocabulary of baby animals with this digital book**
   - Animal hunt: Work on prepositions like on, under, behind, and on-top-of by hiding a stuffed or plastic animal around your house. You can give clues like, “The horse is hiding *under* something brown” or “let’s look together to find the pig *next to* the table”. Emphasize and repeat the preposition word, and make the game playful for a fun learning experience!

3. **Clink here to watch Isabel’s goodbye circle**

**Additional Song Videos**

I recorded myself signing and signing a few of our favorite classroom songs. Click for:

- **Jump, Jump, Jump**
- **If You’re Happy**
- **Na, Na, Na Action Song**

Bonus video: Isabel interviews a farmer!